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PRELIMINARY RE5l~TS OF HALIBUT TRAWL CATCH REDUCTION STUDIES 

by 

Ian E. Ellis 

The recent declines in the North Pacific halibut stocks are due in part 

to the halibut by-catch in -trawl fisheries for other groundfish speeies. For 

example, in 1972, U.S. scientists ~stimated that at least 3-1/2 million hali

but were captured incidentally to the target species in the ~apanese Bering 

Sea trawl fisheries (Personal Communication, Steve Hoag, International Hali

but Commission). In an effort to minimize the by-catch of species such as 

halibut, the Northwest Fisheries Center initi~ted conservation engineering 

studies on this problem in 1974. This document reports the preliminary 

results of gear trials conducted in Puget Sound, Washington, and Queen Char

lotte Sound, British Columbia, in ~une 1974. 

STUDY OB~EcrlVE 

The primary objective of this preliminary research waD to evaluate a 

prototype of a trawl intended to be selective for pollock when fished on a 

mixed population of pollock, halibut and crabs. Rigging modifications needed 

to obtain various gear configurations were observed by divers followed by 

test fishing on halibut grounds to determine effectiveness of the trawl in 

eliminating halibut from the catch. 

METHODS 

Description of Prototype Trawl. Experimental Rigging. and Fishing Methods 

The prototype selective pollock trawl (Figure 1) was a modified Eastern 

trawl with 21-8" floats and 20-10" floats. The trawl was intended to fish 
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near but above the bottom to permit the escapement of halibut and crabs under 

the footrope. It was fished with a variety of appurtenances in different 

combinati-ons; including: -4-S" .trawl floats on the footrope; up to 166 Ibs 

of dropper chains; 9" center and IS" upper dandyline extensions; tickler 

array consisting of a 3/S" tickler chain and a stri'ng of 14-14" rubber bob

bins and 3-14" rubber wheels towed by a separate 12-1/2 fm dandyline connected 

parallel to the last 15 fms of net dandyline and joined to the lower wingtips 

by connector chains. The function of the tickler chain and bobbins is to 

drive pollock up into the water column. when they are on or near bottom. into 

the path of the trawl. It was assumed that pollock would remain up in the 

water for at least the 2 to 5 seconds between passage of bobbins and footrope. 

but that halibut would drop down below the foot rope during that interval. 

The control net W3S a modified Eastern trawl with 21-S" trawl floats. 

initially hooked up square but with 9" center and 18" lower dandyline exten

sions added during fishing trials to increase bottom contact. 

A double trawl system (Figure 2). was used to tow 'a control net and the 

experimental net Simultaneously. Thirty-fathom bridles connected the main 

warps -to the 5' x 9' Vee doors and the center towing point. Dandy1ines were 

15 fms long (7-1/2 fm double and 7-112 fm triple). 

All experimental fishing trials were conducted with the 93 ft (28.3 m) 

FRV John ~. ~o The Cobb's main engine is rated at 320 hp. Trawling speeds 

during the gear trials ranged from 1.6 to 2.1 knots. 

Trawl Observation by Divers 

Diver observations were made during tows in 6 to 15 fms of water off 

Carkeek Park. Seattle. Divers observed the general configuration. height off 
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bottom and relative positions of various components of the selective pollock 

trawl system. The rigging was modified in an attempt to obtain stable 

positioning at various distances off bottom. 

Test Fishing the Experimental Trawl 

The experimental trawl was fished for 20 tows in Queen Charlotte Sound. 

Initial tows were 10 to 30 minutes long but later ones were of 60 minutes 

duration to increase halibut catches. .The horizontal distance between wing-

tips, headrope-footrope distance, and headrope and footrope heights off 

bottom were monitored during several tows by an acoustical, recording, net 

mensuration system. Chains attached to the footrope were checked for shining 

as a footrope position indicator when the electronic mensuration system was 

At least two tows were made with the experimental trawl in each of 7 

rigging modes. Most tows were made with tickler chain and bobbins. Connector 

chains between bobbins and wingtips were either 30", for near bottom fishing, 

or 6' for higher fishing. After the first 8 tows, 4-8" trawl floats were 

attached to the footrope near the center of the net, to decrease the tendency 

to slope down and back from wingtips to bosom. Dandyline extensions were 

added, 9 inches to center wingtips, 18 inches to upper wingtips, to further 

increase height off bottom. The tickler and bobbins were removed for the last 

5 tows and 166 lbs of dropper chains added to compensate for the weight removed. 

(Tickler and bobbins would be unneeded for commercial fishing when the pollock 

are off bottom.) The weight of chain was reduced to 134 lbs for the last 3 

tows. 
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RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL TRAWL EVALUATION 

The various selective pollock trawl rigging configurations seemed 

satisfactory during diver observations but proved unstable during fishing 

trials. Divers observed the height off bottom to vary during tows at 

Carkeek Park; however, the height seemed controlled primarily by depth and 

scope ratio. Similar variations, not attributable to depth or scope changes, 

occurred during tows in Queen Charlotte Sound. 

The appearance of the gear was generally satisfactory in other respects. 

The bosom initially tended to fish at least 12" closer to the bottom than the 

wingtips. After the 4 trawl floats were added to the footrope, the starboard 

half of the footrope was level and the port half .rose 12 to 18 inches to the 

~ngtip. The bobbins were fished. 10 to 12 feet ahead of the footrope with 

dandylines 2-1/2 fms shorter than the lower wingtip dandylines. The tickler 

chain ran about 3 ft ahead of them at center. The net was nearly neutrally 

buoyant. Whenever it rose up, the connector chains lifted the first 1 or 2 

bobbins on each side 3 to 6 inches off bottom • 

. The net rigged with dropper chains (without bobbins) apparently maintained 

the closest proximity to bottom. The divers reported this system to be up to 

2 feet off bottom; however, during fishing trials, all of the chains shined 

full length indicating total bottom contact during much of the tow. The 

connector chains between lower wingtips and bobbins did not shine full length 

during earlier tows. The mensuration system indicated the trawl was less 

than 10 inches off bottom with bobbins at slow speed (tows 33 through 37) and 

10 to 12 inches off most of the time at higher speeds (tows 38-39). With the 

same rigging during tOws 40 and 41, the mensuration system indicated the net 

was 3 feet off bottom most of the time. 
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Eleven of the 20 tows in Queen Charlotte Sound were considered good 

tests of the gear since they produced more than 10 halibut in the control net. 

In general, these tests demonstrate that the halibut catch decreases as the 

average height off bottom increases (Table 1 and Figure 3). The data were not 

sufficient to identify the threshold height off bottom above which halibut 

are not taken. The first five tows listed were very near bottom with halibut 

catch ratios between the experimental and control nets of 2.67:1 to 0.57:1. 

Ratios for the next three tows (38, 37, and 39), with the net fishing within 

12 inches of bottom 40 to 50 percent of the time, ranged from 0.37:1 to 0.27:1. 

The last three tows ranged from 0.21:1 to OAO:l, with the net usually 3 or . 

more feet off bottom. 

The area selected for the halibut retention studies had few other species 

of value for assessment of this equipment. Rock solp. (Leeidonsetta bilineata) 

were present in 16 control net catches and in 5 experimental catches, but they 

never- exceeded 437. of the control net catch. Skates were present in 16 control 

catches and, in lesser numbers, in 8 experimental ones. Ling cod (Ophiodon 

elongatus) were present in 16 control catches and in lesser numbers in 9 

experimental hauls. Small numbers of rockfish were taken in most tows with 

large catches in the experimental . net during 3 tows and the control net during 

1 tow. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Results of the above preliminary experiment demonstrate that trawl 

catches of halibut can be markedly reduced by fishing a trawl off bottom, 

even when tickler chain-and bobbins are used to drive target species up into 

the net. It appears that the higher the trawl is fished off bottom, the 



Table l.--Comparison of valid test tows with experimental and control trawls ·. 

Tow No. Rigging Array 

32 Bobbins & tickler, 30" 
connector 

1.7 

, 45 

46 

1~3 

38 

37 

39 

41 

!~o 

42 

134 Ibs dropper chains, 
4 floats on FR, upper & 
center WT ext.ensions 

166 lbs dropper chain~, 
4 flouts on FH, upper & 
ctr \>l'l' extensions 

166 los dropper chainsJ 

4 floats on FR, upper 8: 
ctr HT extensions 

Bobbins 8: tickler.,30" 
con:1cc tw· .. 4 t10ats on 
FR, UPIlc!' & ctY' HT 
exter.:;ions 

Bobbins & ticl,ler,6' 
connector, l~ floats on FR 

D0bbins 8: ticklcr,6' 
conn~ctor 

Bobbins 8: tickler.,6' 
connector, 4 floats on FR 

Bobbins- 8: tlcklerJ6' 
connector' 4 floats on FR, 
upper and ctr WT extensions 

Ikbbins 8: tickler) 6' 
connector, It floats on FR 

Bo1Jbi:iS & ticldel", 6' 
connector, II float s on FR I 
upper .x ct'r IlT ext.ensions 

------------------------------------------------------------
Proximity ;;0 Bot tom 

Ind:! CEl.tor Dis;;";t-IlJ-1C-e-

HALIBU'!' CATCH 
Numb·:?rs of l?iflh 

.. ~~pe~. Control 
Hatio 

E:Y.per: COlltrol 

,======================:=====================~====:=========~ 

: None Unknown 32 

14 

12 2.67:1 

0.88:1 

, 

Shined 
chain 

Shined 
chain 

Shined 
chain 

None 

Mensuration 
system 

lo!ens. system 
fe~T readings 

t-hmsuration 
system 

Mensuration 
system 

f-.!ensuration 
system 

None 

o to few in. 

" 

" 

Unknown 

1/2 tow 
urider 12" 

Part under 12" 
Part over 2' 

2/5 under 12" 
3/5 tow 2 to 6' 

1/10 1 to 2 ' 
9/10 3 to 6' 

All over 3' 

Same condition 
as 40 and 41 

16 

68 95 0.72:1 

13 19 0.68:1 

54 95 0.57:1 

47 128 0.37:1 

13 47 0.28:1 

19 71 0.27:1 

2 98 0.02:1 

o 38 0.0:1 

o 35 0.0:1 
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greater will be the reduction in halibut catches. 

Data were limited for other species, thus no conclusions can be drawn 

at this time on the effect of the experimental gear changes on their catch 

rates. Additional experiments will be required to determine whether or not 

gear changes designed to reduce halibut catches adversely affect the catch 

rates of other species of interest. 




